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Abstract 
The following theorem is the main result of the paper: 
Theorem. Let G be an Abelian group and m > 0. Let B be a countable family of countable 
Abelian groups and let D : 0 + Z+ be a function. The following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) For any CW complex P and any a E H,,, (P; G) - (0) there is a compactum X and a map 
v : X --+ P such that dimX = m, dimH X < D(H) for each H E E and (I E im(&(X;G) + 
E;I,(P;G)). 
(2) &(K(H,D(H));G)=Oforallk<mandallH~~. 
As an application, we prove the existence of compacta realizing dimension functions, a result 
due to A.N. Dranishnikov. 
Keywords: Cohomological dimension; Dimension; Eilenberg-MacLane complexes; Dimension 
functions 
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Introduction 
One of the basic goals in cohomological dimension theory was to address the following 
problem: 
Problem. Given a set 6 of Abelian groups and given a function D : G -+ Z+ find 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a compacturn X such that 
dimGX = D(G) for each G E 9. 
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First, Bockstein [l] (see also [ 121) showed that dime X, G an Abelian group, 
is completely determined by the set {dimH X}H,B~, where a, is the set of Bockstein 
groups: Q, Z/p, Z/p” (the p-torsion of Q/Z) and Z, (the rationals whose denominator 
is not divisible by p). Thus, to solve the Problem it suffices to solve it in the special 
case of Bockstein groups a,. 
Second, Bockstein [ 11 (see also [ 121) found the necessary conditions for the exis- 
tence of a compactum X such that dimH X = D(H) for each H E 23~. where D : BE -+ 
Z+. Namely, D must satisfy the following Bockstein inequalities: 
(1) D(~/P) - 1 < D(Z/p”) < D(Z/p), 
(2) D(~/P) < D(z,), 
(3) D(Q) 6 D(z,), 
(4) D(z,) < max(D(Q),D(Z/pY + l), 
(5) D(~/P”) < max(D(Q),D(Z,) - 1) 
for each prime p. 
Third, Dranishnikov [ 4,6] proved that D satisfying Bockstein inequalities (D is called 
a dimension function or a Bockstein function in such a case) is sufficient for existence 
ofXwithdimHX=D(H) forall H~Z33g. 
Main results 
The goal of this paper is to characterize situations in which elements of homology 
with coefficients in G can be detected by compacta with sufficiently low cohomological 
dimensions with respect to groups belonging to a given sequence of countable Abelian 
groups. Here is the main result of the paper: 
Theorem I. Let G be an Abelian group and m > 0. Let 0 be a countable family of 
countable Abelian groups and let D : 9 -+ Z+ be a function. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
( 1) For any CW complex P and any a E H,,,( P; G) - (0) there is a compactum X 
and a map ?T : X 4 P such that dim X = m, dimH X < D(H) for each H E 0 and 
aE im(k,(X;G) --+ k,(P;G)). 
(2) ~k(K(H,D(H));G)=Oforallk<mandallH~~. 
Let us show the value of Theorem I by demonstrating a simple proof of Dranishnikov’s 
Realization Theorem: 
Realization Theorem (Dranishnikov [ 4,6] ) . For any dimension function D : f& --) Z+ 
there is a compactum X such that dim” X = D(H) for all H E Ua and dim X = sup D. 
Proof. We will find, for each A E Ug, a compactum XA with dimA XA = D(A) and 
dimH XA < D(H) for all H E Da. The compactum XA is determined by an application 
of Theorem I with P set equal to the CW complex K( A, D( A)) and the integer m and 
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group G E ,136 chosen as described in the next paragraph. The choice of G depends 
on A and is made so that, among other things, H,, (K( A, D(A) ) ; G) # 0. Since the 
compacturn XA comes equipped with a map 7r : XA -+ K(A, D(A)) that is essential 
(it induces a nontrivial homomorphism between m-dimensional homology), dimA XA 2 
D (A ) which implies dimA XA = D(A). Once XA is found for each A E Ba, X is defined 
to be the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of XA, A E Z?a. 
Here is how the XA are constructed for different A: 
( 1) A = Q: Since there is no relation between D(Q) and D( Z/p), D( Z/p”), p 
prime, we need A,( K( H, D(H) ) ; G) = 0 for all torsion groups H E Z?a. The only 
group G E a, satisfying this requirement is G = Q (see Appendix B). Put m = D(Q). 
Since D(H) b D(Q) for torsion-free H E Ba (Bockstein inequality (3)), condition 
(2) of Theorem I is satisfied. 
(2) A = Z/p: Put G = Z/p, m = D(Z/p). Since fi,(K(H, D(H));Z/p) = 0 for all 
groups H uniquely divisible by p (see Appendix B), fik( K( Z/p”, n); Z/p) = 0 for 
k < n and D(Z,) > D(Z/p), condition (2) of Theorem I is satisfied. 
(3) A = Z,: Let m = D(Z,). If D(Z,) = D(Q), put m = D(A), G = Q (equiva- 
lently, XA = XQ). If D(&,) > D(Q), put G = Z/p”. Now, D(Z,) 6 D(Z/p”) + 1 
(Bockstein inequality (4) ), so Rk(K( H, D(H)); G) = 0 for all k < m and H = Z/p-, 
Z/p which are the only interesting cases. 
(4) A = Z/p? If D(Z/pDo) = D(Z,), put G = Z,, m = D(Z/pa). Here, 
D ( Z/p” ) = D(Q) (Bockstein inequalities (3) and (5) ) , so condition (2) of Theorem 
I is satisfied in view of I?, (K( Z/q, n) ; Z,) = 0 for all n and p # q (see Appendix B). 
If D(Z/pa) < D(Z,), put G = Z/p”, m = D(Z/p”) + 1. 0 
Theorem I is a specialized version of the following: 
Theorem II. Suppose G is an Abelian group, m > 0 and K is a countable connected 
CW complex. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) For any CW complex P and any a E H,,,( P; G) - (0) there is a compactum X 
and a map r : X -+ P such that 
a E im(k,,,(X;G> --+ ii,(P;G)) 
and K is an absolute extensor of X. 
(2) fik(K;G)=Oforallk<m. 
Proof. ( 1) 3 (2). Suppose Z?k( K; G) # 0 for some k < m. Let P be the (m - k)th 
fold suspension F-k K of K. Choose 0 # a E H,(P;G) g Hk(K;G). Suppose 
lr:X -+ P is a map and K is an absolute extensor of X. To show that a does not 
belong to irnEi,(r) it suffices to prove that 7r is null-homotopic. 
Claim. If a CW complex L can be expressed as the union of two subcomplexes each of 
which is contractible in L and whose intersection is an absolute extensor of a compactum 
X, then the set of homotopy classes [X, L] = 0. 
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Proof. Suppose f : X + L = LoULl, where Lo, LI are contractible in L and L:! = bnL1 
is an absolute extensor of X. Let Ai = f-’ (Li), i = 0, 1,2, and choose g : X -+ L2 
extending flA2. Define Hi : Ai x {O,l} U A2 x [0, l] + Li, i = O,l, as follows: 
HilAix {O}=f, HilAi X {l}=gand Hi(X,t) =f(x) for (x,t) E A2 X [O,l]. Since 
Li is contractible in L, each Hi can be extended to Gi : Ai x [0, l] --+ L. Paste Ga and 
Gr to obtain a homotopy joining f and g in L and notice that g M 0 in L. 
In particular, the Claim implies that if K is an absolute extensor for X, then so is 2X. 
Now, by induction, one can show that [X, FwkK] = 0. 
(2) + ( 1) . We may assume that K is a simplicial complex. Choose an m-dimensional 
finite simplicial subcomplex X1 of K such that a can be represented by some at E 
H,,, (X1 ; G) . Compacturn X will be constructed as the inverse limit of an inverse sequence 
{Xi, $I} of finite simplicial complexes and PL-maps with the following properties: 
(a) there is ai E Hnl(Xi; G) with Hm(pf+‘)(ai+l) = ai for each i 2 1, 
(b) given a subcomplex Ai of Xi and given a map g : Ai -+ K there exists j > i such 
that the composition (p!)-‘(Ai) --+ Ai -+ K extends over Xi, 
(c) for each i, limj,oomesh(pi(Xj)) = 0. 
Obviously, condition (a) insures the existence of an element in k,(X; G) which 
maps to a. Condition (c) insures that every compact subset A of X is the inverse 
limit of {Ai, pi+’ IAi+l} for some subcomplexes Ai of Xi. Finally, condition (b) insures 
that K is an absolute extensor of X. Indeed, given a compact subset A of X which is 
the inverse limit of {Ai,pi” IAi+l} for some subcomplexes Ai of Xi, and given a map 
(Y : A --+ K, a factors up to homotopy as A + Ai -+ K for some map g : Ai + K. 
Since (p{)-’ (Ai) --f Ai -+ K extends over Xj for some j > i, (Y extends over X. The 
construction of {Xi,pj”} is done inductively as follows: 
Suppose Xi is given and all (countably many) the elements of UACxj [A, K] are 
enumerated for j < i (each j has its own enumeration). Choose a PL-map g : A,,, --) K 
minimal (with respect to the sum of s + t, where A,,, C X, and t is the number 
assigned to [g] in the enumeration) among those with the property that the compo- 
sition (pA)-l(A,) + A,,, ---f K does not extend over Xi. If such g does not exist, 
define Xi+1 to be a subdivision of Xi such that mesh@; (Xi+1 )) < l/i for all j < 
i and put pi+’ = id. By the Retail Extension Lemma (Appendix A) there is a fi- 
nite polyhedron Xi+1 , a map pi+’ : Xi+1 + Xi and ai+l E Hm( Xi+l; G) such that 
Hm(pi+‘)(ai+r) =ai and (if,)-‘(A,) + & -+ K extends over Xi+1 . Triangulate Xi+1 
so that mesh($‘(Xi+1)) < l/(i+ 1) for all j 6 i. 0 
Appendix A 
In the last decade all new results in cohomological dimension theory were proved 
by employing Edwards-Walsh complexes (see [ 111 for a detailed discussion of their 
properties). An essential feature of an Edwards-Walsh complex EW( L, G, n) (L is a 
finite polyhedron, G is an Abelian group and n > 1 is an integer) is that it comes 
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equipped with a map T : EW( L, G, n) -+ L so that any map g : A + K( G, n) gives 
rise to an extension of 7~t (A) --+ A + K( G, n). One may say that Edwards-Walsh 
complex provides “wholesale” extension of maps A -+ K( G, n), A being a subcomplex 
of L. The drawback of Edwards-Walsh complexes is, besides involved construction, that 
they exist only for special groups (see [ 111). Recently, Dranishnikov [ 71 noticed that 
“wholesale” extension of maps provided by Edwards-Walsh complexes is redundant; 
one can get by with constructing for each map g : A ----t K( G, n), A being a subcomplex 
of L, a map T : L’ -+ L such that T-’ (A) + A --+ K(G, n) is extendible over 
L’. The purpose of this Appendix is to dualize Dranishnikov’s [7] result which uses 
cohomology. At the same time our proof is somewhat simpler. 
Retail Extension Lemma (Homology). Suppose K is a polyhedron and h, is CL gen- 
eralized (reduced) homology theory such that hk (K) = 0 for k < m. Suppose LQ is a 
subcomplex of a$nite simplicial complex L and f : Lo + K is a map. Given a E h,(K) 
there is a fmite polyhedron L’ and a PL-map r : L’ + L such that a E im h,( 7r) and 
the composition rTT-’ (Lo) -+ & + K extends over L’. 
Proof. Extend f to a PL-map h : V + K, where V is a polyhedral neighborhood of 
Lo. Consider X = V’ U (L - int V) x K, where V’ = {(x, h(x)) E L x K: x E V}. Let 
rr : X + L be the projection. Notice that 
extends over X (an extension is the projection to K). Notice that h,(r) is an epi- 
morphism. Indeed, rrlV’ : V’ + V is a homeomorphism, so h, (X, (L - int V) x K) x 
h,(L,L-intV) foralln (by7.14of [14],theprojection(X,A) -+ (X/A,{*}) induces 
isomorphisms of all homology groups). Now, T : (L - int V) x K + L - int V induces 
isomorphism of k-homology groups, k < m, and epimorphism of all remaining homol- 
ogy groups (use induction on the number of cells in L - int V plus the Mayer-Vietoris 
exact sequence - see 7.21 of [ 141). An easy exercise in naturality of the homology 
exact sequence of a pair shows that h,,,(m) is an epimorphism. Let L’ be a finite 
subpolyhedron of X containing V’ such that h,( 7r) (6) = a for some b E h,( L') . 0 
Appendix B 
The purpose of this section is to give exposition of a rather well-known result which 
we used extensively in the proof of Dranishnikov’s Realization Theorem. 
Lemma. Suppose G, H E L3, are Abelian groups such that G ~3 H = G * H = 0. Then, 
Hk(K(H,n);G)=Oforalln> 1 andk> 1. 
Proof. It suffices to consider n = 1 only as for each n there is a fibration K( H, n - 1) L) 
P + K( H, n) with P being the space of paths in K( H, n) (and, therefore, contractible). 
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If H is torsion-free, then K( H, 1) can be built as the infinite mapping cylinder of S’ -+ 
s’ + . . . (for example, if H = Q, the nth map is of degree n!). As a consequence, 
Hk( K( H, 1) ; G) = 0 for k > 2 (there are no k-cells for k > 2). By the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem for homology [ 13, p. 2221, HI (K( H, 1); G) = H @ G = 0 and 
H?(K(H,l);G) =H*G=O. 
If H = Z/p or H = Z/p”, then G is uniquely divisible by p. Since fik( K( Z/p, 1); Z) 
is either trivia1 or equals Z/p [ 13, p. 5031, the Universal Coefficient Theorem for 
homology [ 13, p. 2221 implies H,( K( Z/p, 1); G) = 0 for all n > 1. Hence, 
H,(K(Z/#,l);G) =Oforall k,n> 1 (byinductiononk) andH,,(K(Z/pCO,l);G) = 
OforallnZ 1. 0 
Concluding remarks 
The main point of this paper is to show that using homology theories one gets simpler 
constructions of compacta realizing dimension functions. The reader should compare our 
construction with those of Dranishnikov [ 4,6,7] and Dydak and Walsh [ 1 l] who used 
cohomology theories and had to deal with the derived functor lim’. The natural question 
is: Can one use homology theories to construct injinite-dimensional compacta of finite 
integral cohomological dimension? Obviously, one needs to use a generalized homology 
theory which is induced by a spectrum E (see [ 141). Recall that a spectrum E is a 
sequence {E,,} (either n E Z or n 3 0) together with (base-point preserving) maps E, : 
-=n + &.I. The mod p Moore spectrum Z/p is {FX,}, where X, = D2 Uf S’ and 
f : dD2 + S’ is of degree p. Given a spectrum E one defines a generalized homology 
theory E, by declaring the direct limit . . . -+ ?r,+k( XA Ek) --f %-,,+k+i (XA Ek+r ) + . . . 
to be E,,(X) . A morphism f : X + Y of spectra is called an E, equivalence provided 
f* : E,(X) + E,(Y) is an isomorphism. In [2] an E,-localization f : X 4 XE is 
constructed for each spectrum X which is an E,-equivalence and for any E,-equivalence 
g : X + Y there is a unique h : Y 4 X,s with hg = f. 
To dualize the construction in [ 9,101 one would need a nontrivial spectrum E such 
that E, (K(Q, 1) ) = 0 and E, (K( Z/p, 1) ) = 0 for all prime p. I was informed by 
Doug Ravenel that if E, (K( Z/p, I)) = 0, then multiplication by p must induce an 
isomorphism in the homotopy group 7rTT* (E) of E. Thus, E, (K( Z/p, 1) ) = 0 for all p 
implies that n-*(E) must be a rational vector space which implies E, (K(Q, 1) ) # 0 
if r*(E) # 0. So, constructing a compacturn X of infinite dimension and dimz X = 2 
seems to require a (truncated) cohomology theory. However, it was pointed out to 
me by Haynes Miller that the Bousfield K-theory localization (SZ/p) K of the mod p 
Moore spectrum Z/p (see [ 21) has finite homotopy groups (a result due to Mahowald 
and Miller - see [ 2, Theorem 4. l] ) and ( (SZ/p)k)* (K( Z/q, 2)) = 0 for all prime 
q. The finiteness of homotopy groups implies ( (SZ/p) k) * (K( Q, k) ) = 0 for all k > 
1. Thus, using the homology theory represented by the spectrum (SZ/p)rc one can 
construct a compacturn X with dimz X = 3 and dim X = 00. Notice that this is precisely 
the dualization of Dranishnikov’s construction [ 51. Indeed, (sZ/p)~ is the mapping 
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telescope of the Adams self-maps of mod p Moore spaces: 
M ---f X-YM + x-=qM + 
where M = L? U, e’ and q = 2(p - 1) for p odd, q = 8 for p = 2 (see [ 2, p. 2671). 
The maps are K-theory equivalences, so the mapping telescope has the same K-theory 
as the Moore space. The vanishing of (( %/p)~)+( K(Z/q, 2)) means that the mod 
p K-theory of K(Z/q, 2) is trivial which is how one proves that mod p K-theory of 
K( Z, 3) is trivial, the basic fact underlying the construction in [ 51. It is interesting that 
Adams map was used by Taylor [ 151 to construct the first example of a cell-like map 
which is not a shape equivalence. It turns out, one can use Adams map to construct a 
cell-like map on a 7-cell which is not a shape equivalence. 
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